Generation of the probabilistic template of default mode network derived from resting-state fMRI.
Default-mode network (DMN) has become a prominent network among all large-scale brain networks which can be derived from the resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) data. Statistical template labeling the common location of hubs in DMN is favorable in the identification of DMN from tens of components resulted from the independent component analysis (ICA). This paper proposed a novel iterative framework to generate a probabilistic DMN template from a coherent group of 40 healthy subjects. An initial template was visually selected from the independent components derived from group ICA analysis of the concatenated rs-fMRI data of all subjects. An effective similarity measure was designed to choose the best-fit component from all independent components of each subject computed given different component numbers. The selected DMN components for all subjects were averaged to generate an updated DMN template and then used to select the DMN for each subject in the next iteration. This process iterated until the convergence was reached, i.e., the overlapping region between the DMN areas of the current template and the one generated from the previous stage is more than 95%. By validating the constructed DMN template on the rs-fMRI data from another 40 subjects, the generated probabilistic DMN template and the proposed similarity matching mechanism were demonstrated to be effective in automatic selection of independent components from the ICA analysis results.